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OVERHEAD SPOTTING RIG 
Pre-Production / Quote Sheet 

 
The "standard" Overhead Spotting Rig comes complete with two ceiling attachment clamps; one single pulley; one double pulley; 
two pulley attachment links; two lengths of spotting rope; and two swivel clips (used to attach spotting rope to spotting belt). In most 
cases, the person doing the spotting stands directly beneath the double pulley so they can pull straight down on the ropes. 
Occasionally a pool deck or floor configuration is such that an additional ceiling attachment clamp and second double pulley is 
required. Spotting Belt / Twisting Belt are sold separately.  
 
Overhead spotting (lifting) of human weight creates the possibility of catastrophic injury including paralysis and even death from 
landing on the head or neck. All users of overhead spotting rigs should know their limitations and the limitations of the equipment. 
 
 
YOUR NAME: _________________________________    POSITION / TITLE: ______________________ 
 
FACILITY or SCHOOL: __________________________    CITY / STATE / ZIP: ______________________ 

 
PHONE NUMBER: _____________________________     E-MAIL:  ______________________________ 

 
This spotting rig will be installed over: Trampoline / Dry Board / Diving Board / Other (Please circle) 
 
The distance from the ceiling attachment point to the floor or water surface is: _________________ 
 
The ceiling where the spotting rig will be installed is FLAT or ANGLED (Please circle) 
 
The support beams in your ceiling are I-BEAM / CONCRETE / WOOD / PIPE / OTHER (Please circle) 
 
The beam width or pipe diameter to which these clamps will attach is: ________________ 
 
The beam clamps will be mounted to the SAME BEAM or to SEPARATE BEAMS (Please circle) 
 
The approximate distance between the installed beam / pipe clamps is: ______________ 
 
If attaching above a diving board, how far from the side of the pool where the coach will stand and 
"spot" is the diving board installed? ________________ (in feet) 

 
Would you like us to add a Spotting Belt(s) to this quote? _______ If yes, what size(s) __________ 
 
Would you like us to add a Twisting Belt(s) to this quote? _______ If yes, what size(s) _________ 
 
What diameter Spotting Rope would you like us to quote? 1/2” / 7/16” / 3/8” / 5/16” (Please circle) 
** NOTE: 3/8” or 5/16” Spotting Rope NOT for use over Trampoline or Dry Board – it is intended for Over Water Spotting Only. 
 
If you have questions about how to answer any of these questions, please contact us. We will be happy 
to assist you and answer your questions. 
 
 
SIGNATURE: _______________________________________   DATE: _________________________ 

 
(Please complete, sign and date this information sheet and then E-mail or Fax to us so we can prepare a quote for you) 

 


